The present arts televisions scenario is shaped by a collage of both old and new cultural policies. It is surviving in a challenging and interesting media environment where arts broadcasters, shareholders and audiences are revolving around each other in the circuit of production. It is argued that television entertainment in relation to arts television in Britain is moving into an era of fierce competition and entreprenueralism where survival, in terms of a healthy and secure financial base is currently characterised by regular patronage from shareholders and investors and not merely by power of viewership.
Any understanding of culture and society must commence with a profound sense of historical processes, which have given birth to a particular moment or period of human consciousness. The relationship between arts and television has propelled numerous popular debates and discourses although few have done concrete academic research into 'arts television' in Britain. John A. Walker in his classic book, Arts TV: Britain (1993) has celebrated television as a principal art form of twentieth century. But in this article television is not addressed as an art form. It is approached as a media form operating in a commercial broadcasting landscape. The contemporary television climate in Britain has links with its early historical climate.
A History of Arts Television in
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The present arts televisions scenario is shaped by a collage of both old and new cultural policies. It is surviving in a challenging and interesting media environment where arts broadcasters, shareholders and audiences are revolving around each other in the circuit of production. It is argued that television entertainment in relation to arts television in Britain is moving into an era of fierce competition and entreprenueralism where survival, in terms of a healthy and secure financial base is currently characterised by regular patronage from shareholders and investors and not merely by power of viewership.
In Between: Cultural Location of British arts television
While exploring the cultural location of arts television some of the noted media personalities of arts programmes like Philip Dodd, now ex-Director of Institute of Contemporary Arts (ICA) believe that arts television is currently located in a 'period of transition' between the, 'old world' and the 'new world' of television culture (Dodd, 2002) . The 'old world' comprises of the post-World War II period where arts was special to people and television viewing was central to British ménages whereas the 'new world' is a sphere where arts is often challenged by science as a paradigm of rationalism. Arts television is yet to enter the sphere of the 'new world' where the concept of 'arts programmes' will be more 'complex' and demanding in terms of its content and quality (ibid.).
In the late twentieth century academic fields such as literary criticism, cultural studies and art history underwent a succession of theoretical transformations as a result of the influence of linguistics, semiotics, structuralism, Russian formalism, Marxism, Feminism, Black Studies, reception theory, psychoanalysis, and deconstruction (Walker, 1993) . These new developments have also impinged upon the realm of television broadcasting through content and genres of different programme. In the transitional phase arts television not only needs to incorporate pedantic interpretations of art works, artists and art events, but also multidimensional perspectives of the entire cultural environment in which arts survive and operate in society. Popular criticisms on arts in the media often undermine the purpose of current arts programmes and anathemize the poor quality www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação of arts programmes on television, leading to an uncertain status of exclusive arts television in contemporary Britain.
However, there are various other factors contributing towards an uncertain but challenging area of arts broadcasting which needs to be examined. 
Source: Primary Research based on personal interviews and media discourses, 2002
According to official statistics, arts programmes on television are popular although many argue that arts television is an unsuccessful phenomenon in television industry (Dodd, 2002) . In its transitional phase, certain televisual arts programmes have succeeded in attaining higher percentage of audiences as compared to live arts attendances in Britain. /Research Surveys of Great Britain, 1991. Although there is a higher rate of terrestrial broadcasting viewership of arts programmes as compared to live events, the concept of niche arts television dedicated to only arts broadcasting is a problematical one. For example, Artsworld is a subscription-based arts channel and is currently facing uncertainties in terms of its longevity in the commercial television market. At this crucial stage of transition arts OLD WORLD NEW WORLD www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação television is not only alarmed by future expectations of the 'new world' but also production restrictions and limitations in niche commercial climatic conditions. The transitional location of arts television can be studied from a theoretical location that epitomizes 'the third era of television' (Ellis, 2000a) .
At the end: Theoretical location of British Arts Television.
Television industry has witnessed three eras of broadcasting in the later part of the twentieth century. The first 'era of scarcity' is characterized by a few channels broadcasting for selected parts of the day only until the late 1970s while the second 'era of availability' has spawned multiple channels broadcasting varied programmes through cable and satellite services (Ellis, 2000a) .
The 'era of availability' is also called 'the third age of broadcasting' leading to expansion, diversification and de-regulation of broadcasting systems. The third 'era of plenty' in late 1990s soon opened a new market for galaxy of independent and commercial television channels to broadcast specialised programmes and indulge in healthy competition in Britain. The realisation of a 'commercial dream' has gained momentum through multiple choices, which undermine dependence on the schedules of terrestrial television transmission. The launching of digital television services in 1998 which offered alongside the existing broadcast and satellite channels a large number of subscription-based channels hitherto available only on cable, paved the way for new specialist channels such as channel 4's art-house channel Film Four (Ellis, 2000a) . Television industry has diversified into different arenas of infotainment in the 'era of plenty' thus leading to 'plenty' of choices among the consumers.
Arts television is a product of the 'era of plenty' where viewers are free to choose any number of channels or programmes from the wide range of digital services at an extra cost. Its location in the 'era of plenty' characterised by 'narrowcasting' satellite television market which distinguishes the new interest-based channels like Artsworld channel and BBC Four from the older and general broadcasting' channels like BBC 1 and 2, ITV 1 and Channel 4.
In the 'era of plenty' location Artsworld channel operates within the wider context of a broadcasting ecology, which encompasses public service broadcasting (Walker, 1993) . From the beginning of television culture in Britain BBC has been regularly broadcasting arts programmes with the purpose of education, information and entertainment, which informs the principal raison dêtre of public service, broadcasting. Michael Jackson, head of music and arts of BBC believes that arts television has the particular strengths: firstly, making arts, which is generally available in London, accessible to everyone; secondly, acting as a culture patron particularly of contemporary work and finally, exploring the medium of television per se because 'television is the most important part of our culture' (Arts Broadcasting Discussion Document, 1991 In the 'era of plenty', digital revolution has made an invaluable impact into lives of common people through digital television and interactive multi media broadcasting systems. The old Reithian concept of public service broadcasting is in a corrigible state. The process of change within public broadcasting is connected with other significant economic, political and structural developments, which at the very least will be seen to underline the integrity and power of public service broadcasting (Blumler, 1992) . However, this does not imply that public service broadcasting principles are dead. 'Change' and 'adjustment' has become the new mantra of the communication age. For example, BBC has diversified its services and channels and is seen entertaining both commercial and interest-based programmes through digital services such as the launch of BBC FOUR in March 2002. BBC FOUR is the new television channel which is considered 'the biggest innovation in cultural broadcasting (BBC FOUR website). It is an arts-based channel broadcasting wide range of subjects in Britain. Herein, the focus is on BBC FOUR, an example of public service broadcasting that has transformed and adjusted into 'narrow casting' market of specialized interest-based television channels. The traditional ideals of public service broadcasting with special reference to mixed programming are gradually undermined with the advent of new technologies sweeping across millions at an affordable price. The idea of a public service system which would be devoid of any commercial or political motives and would have as its sole purpose the offering of a 'service' remains fragile and easily breakable (Tracey, 1998) . However, it may be noted that broadcasting entails significant moral and intellectual questions and ambitions which are separate from any technological or financial considerations.
Interestingly, the history of public broadcasting in general has been about efforts to create a new ideology based on political ideology and commercial need (Tracey, 1998) .
The ideals of broadcasting have significantly changed from 'something for everyone' to 'everything for someone', which elucidates the growth of current interest-based channels because of digitalisation (Crisell, 1997) . The proliferation of multiple channels in British broadcasting system has created a huge demand for content to fill them. Minority audiences with special interest have expressed their desire to be entertained and in such situation, the growth of arts television with www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação particular reference to Artsworld and BBC FOUR is a significant phenomenon in the new media environment. The themed channels or the interest-based channels are new members of the television broadcasting community.
The location of commercial arts television with special reference to
Artsworld channel is studied from a wider context of broadcasting ecology that encompasses public service broadcasting corporations. The 'era of plenty' informs post-modern ideals where change is inevitable and commercialisation is a necessary evil. It is an era where no certainties claim universal support and no theory can project a grand narrative into the future of broadcasting (Ellis, 2000a) . The present television market is characterized by fierce competition, which is inevitable in the 'era of plenty'. Even BBC, which is extolled for adhering to public service broadcasting rationale, is adapting itself to new changes and development. The BBC has outlined its intentions to:
Increase the financial contribution from out commercial activities….for those viewers who want to pay for even greater choice….BBC worldwide Ltd…will include themed subscriptions channels, a full range of multimedia and online products and eventually…programmes which can be ordered truly on demand. (Hall and Tabary, 1997) .
It is believed that the revenue from licence fee is limited and therefore, in order to keep pace with the changing broadcasting climate it has formed into alternate ridges and grooves to strengthen its structure in the market. Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação
Winners or Loses: Discrepancies in the era of plenty
For television companies, it is an age of plenty in terms of income streams; for viewers, it is an age of plenty in terms of choices and subscriptions (Ellis, 2000) .
'Plenty' of choices always come with a price ticket into the doorstep of consumers.
Niche television entertains subscription channels rather than free entertainment.
Moreover, the level of competition between the specialist channels is problematical in different layers. At one level, there is a fierce competition between exclusive channels of different genres for audiences in the television market. For example, Artsworld channel is one of the small channels catering to artistic taste buds and passions in the huge mosaic of multiple channels such as BBC FOUR (arts and current affairs based), Filmfour (film based), Sky Sports 1, 2, and 3 (sports based), Discovery (science and anthropology based), Sci-Fi (adventure based), UK Drama (television drama based), British Eurosport (sports based) etc. Most of these television channels are supported by subscriptions rather than advertising and so can address particular viewers. They take two forms: premium services and genre-defined branded services (Ellis, 2000) .
Through premium services many deal with material whose market value depends on 'newness' such as sports and films. Both films and sports events in general have maximum value at the moment in which it is being performed rather than the point of conclusion or outcome, unless as a 'classic' or a 'historic moment' (Ellis, 2000) .
For example, channels like Sky Sports and British Eurosport have universal appeal since they broadcast live sporting events and sports related programmes in Britain where majority citizens are famously known as dedicated sports fans. On the other hand, through genre-defined branded services, a single genre of programming is broadcast in myriad ways with special reference to arts channels like Artsworld.
They may not have immediate market value but in the long-term, they have a perennial influence in the mind of art lovers and patrons. Herein, arts television is competing with not only with science or with film based exclusive television but also with other models of audio-visual communicating such as the video-recorder.
Video cassette recorders are used more frequently to record broadcast programmes off air than for playing back pre-recorded videos, which has enhanced viewers ability to match terrestrial television broadcast (Arts Council Discussion Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação offered possibilities to record existing broadcasting programmes, adjust time-sift capabilities, the chance to match the same recording many times, an alternative to rented or purchased tapes and the ability to show amateur, homes videos made with camcorders (Walker, 1993) . As a result, subscription based arts television is often challenged by technologies such as video-recorders in 'the era of plenty'. Art video like Videola (1983) based on experimental works by video artists and musicians have potential to challenge many generalist arts programmes on British arts television (Walker, 2000) . Videola is an art video that records new contemporary works of painters, performing and visual artists. It also records controversial works of art.
According to official statistics (Table 1 .4) the percentage of households in the UK using video-recorders has steadily augmented since last decade. Interestingly, the percentage of households using video-recorders is much higher than those using satellite television networks. The second level of competition is between homogenous television channels with particular reference to Artsworld and BBC FOUR. Increased competition due to increased choices in 'the era of plenty' has resulted in uncertainty of survival and development of the channels. According to popular media discourse the level of competition between BBC FOUR and Artsworld channel is not justified. John
Hambly, the Chief Executive of Artsworld channels argues that 'BBC FOUR comes to audiences with all the huge advantages of a government-sanctioned, free-to-air BBC digital service, a half decent budget, good distribution and most important of all, no worries about revenue streams and all the cross promotion that money cannot buy www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação (Hambly, 2002) . On the other hand, Artsworld channel is a small company with limited financial back up from its shareholders and investors; it is struggling hard to survive in a stormy media climate affecting many big large and small media businesses.
The popular criticisms levelled against BBC FOUR throw light on the fact that BBC digital channels are about competition and only competition and not public service; this will reduce choice rather than expand it (Jeffries, 2002) . BBC FOUR is believed to be lavishly financed by increased licence fees to compete 'unfairly and shamelessly with digital sector…alternate voices to the BBC are silenced for good (Artsworld website, 2002) . However, even BBC FOUR with all its embellishments of secure financial base and marketing supports is struggling to maintain a sizeable slice of the national television audience.
According to James Marshall of BBC FOUR, 'it is tough to build audiences… it will take at least another two years to establish its identity in the market' (Marshall, 2002) 2. This elucidates the fact that not all is green on the other side of the bank; even BBC FOUR has faced problems of audience creation and development, which remains a popular discussion between media producers and directors. One of the biggest problems faced by most channel media environment is 'how to get audience and how to keep them?' (Kabir, 2002) 3. The issues arising out of audiences of arts television will be discussed in later chapters. Interestingly, Artsworld has been recently rescued from entering the digital graveyard comprising of unsuccessful arts channels like UK Arena and other exclusive channels like Money Channel, Carlton Food and Granada Breeze. Due to acute financial crisis, Artsworld had declared official closure of its television channel and website in early July 2002 until it was miraculously saved by one of its investors (Bateson, 2002) 4. While pursuing the discussion of discrepancies in the era of plenty, cultural distance between different culture genres in society created by general opinion is taken into consideration. www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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The problem of arts television
Among the majority consumers of television, sports channels and film channels are more popular than other specialist interest like arts programmes since arts programmes are famously 'different' to understand. According to Nasreen Munni Kabir, producer of Hyphen Films Ltd, 'there is no demand for a 24 hour art channel at the moment…arts are a low priority... but arts programmes needs to be done'. It is a mythical concept that proves arts programmes on television are difficult to comprehend. In relation to traditional and contemporary arts, many argue against the notion that 'there is the generally inescapable feeling that there are cultural lumps plopped in the television soup to do you good' (Bragg, 1982:34) . In reality musical arts programmes are often seen as 'highbrow' subjects drawn into a cocooned isolation of an elitist arts world. They appear to carry the cultural baggage of 'high culture', which alienates the majority working class from middles and upper class audiences. However, such corroboration is made less relevant in the light of current discourses elucidating blurred distinctions between so-called 'high culture' and 'popular culture'. Arts television in 'the era of plenty' stands out as a melting point of 'high' and 'popular' culture since television reaches out to a great number of audiences with a subscription fee. For example, Artsworld has had a monthly subscription of £6, for which audiences receive seventy hours of varied arts programming from the UK and around the world. Arts programmes need not be incomprehensible cultural artefacts of a post-modern era. A certain level of cultural awareness of availability of arts programmes specially commissioned for televisual productions will bridge the cultural distance between arts and majority audiences created by public opinion. However, the production of arts television is a problematical one with various layers of complexities added to its fabric. Therefore, in the location sphere it is argued that exclusive arts television (a part of satellite television) is surviving in a notoriously changeable climate which is propitious for plenty of competitions not only between different audio-visual technologies and different ranges of interest-based commercial channels but also competition between homogenous genre of exclusive television with reference to principle case studies: Artsworld and BBC FOUR. There are no real winners or losers in the current 'plenty era' of competition. The journey is a difficult one with www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação lots of commercial and cultural pressures in regards to arts television. Hence, in both 'cultural' and 'theoretical' locations, arts television is experiencing a heuristic state of existence.
Behind the Screen: Role of Cultural Economy
In order to fathom the profound relationship between economic and cultural spheres of arts television broadcasting cultural economy is taken into serious consideration. The vocabulary of 'cultural economy' is culled from critical excerpts of economy and culture theorized by duGay and Pryke (2002) . Arts television is approached as a sphere where the boundaries of both culture and economy are blurred thus arriving at 'mutual constitution' of the two. Here, culture is reduced to one of its historical and conventional manifestations i.e., arts. Arts television is studied as a base for interaction between arts, broadcasters and audiences where culture of exclusive arts broadcasting is never divorced from politics and economics of general broadcasting principles and ideologies.
There is a certain level of contention of interests between broadcasters and viewers of arts television. Here, the term 'broadcasters' encompasses everyone involved in production including programme makers, directors and shareholders.
For commercial channels, their business is to raise maximum dividends for shareholders leading to market success (Negrine, 1989) . In order to survive the heat of competition between niche channels, there is a necessity for adequate financial support from shareholders and subscribers and also broadcasting of quality programmes which involves 'risk-taking.' In the case of Artsworld channel, the directors have taken risks of broadcasting exclusive arts programmes on television such as classical music and opera consistently for long periods of time. Moreover, they have also 'bought arts programmes from twentysix different countries belonging to Asia, Africa and Europe' in order to argue that 'arts is not a euro-centric speciality' (Melman, 2002 by Artsworld is considered a cultural and financial risk in terms of investment, quality output and audience satisfaction. They have not relied on success of branded programmes of terrestrial broadcasting and has 'achieved something that no one in the last fifty years in Britain have ever achieved so far' (Melman, 2002) .
Risk-taking is famously considered one of the most significant principles of path breaking or exclusive television channels. Many argue that there is a burning need to undertake risky productions and programmes on television, which may initially lack commercial success. In this context, Artsworld has retained its uniqueness by understanding financial risks of buying varied arts programmes without any secured audience satisfaction. As a result its commercial viability is under threat. In an official statement, Artsworld has had mentioned that it 'has not been able to secure the further funding necessary to continue operating' and thus, has Risk-taking is often not propitious for broadcasters although it may bring success in terms of quality programming and audience satisfaction. Artsworld channel did face severe commercial insecurity but viewers' discourses support its cultural success in bringing different varieties of arts programmes from different corners of the world into the television sets. Thus, the contention of interests www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação between broadcasters and viewers is established in order to explore the complexities of production submits of arts television.
While pursuing the principal argument in the area of production, the role of shareholders and commercial advertising as an alternative to secured subscription is taken into serious consideration.
In television marketing climate, production of arts programmes involves relatively high amount of costs. While serving exclusive viewers with exclusive tastes and preferences it is vital to secure a strong financial base through consistent support from shareholders and investors. The sole income from subscription fee cannot meet the high amount of expenses involved in production and buying of arts programmes from different countries with reference to Artsworld. Artsworld Channels Ltd is an independent company whose shareholders include BskyB, Caledonia Investments, Guardian Media group and private investors. (Artsworld website). Withdrawal of regular financial support from Artsworld by its shareholders resulted in the official declaration of Artsworld's closure in the television market. As mentioned earlier, the life span of the arts channel has been almost cut short when investors and shareholders refused to meet the expenses of broadcasting to niche audiences. It has been brought back to air after one of its investors (BskyB) waived cost to allow broadcasting and thus, provide oxygen to the metabolism of Artsworld. So, the channel is 'running on a minimal budget while a suitable partner is looked for…if some sort of longer term financing is not secured the channel will still unfortunately have to close' (Bateson, 2002) . Herein, the shareholders play a significant role in exclusive arts television. Without them broadcasting of arts programmes is almost impossible.
However, the role of shareholders or investors is further problematised in the light of publicly funded channels like BBC FOUR in the new digital television market. The press are of the opinion that the investors may refuse to finance more channels when the BBC is given 'limitless public money' to compete with them (Hambley, 2002) .
Here, the focus of discussion is not on the investigation of reasons for refusal of finance by shareholders but on the fate of exclusive arts television in an uncertain www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação media environment. In absence of secured economic resources from shareholders the focus shifts to that of the role of commercial advertising and sponsorship in sustaining good artistic programmes on arts television. Since BBC FOUR has began to dominate the digital television domain through broadcasting arts-programmes free of cost to license holders, it has become a commercial threat to private digital arts channels such as Artsworld, Performance and Digital Classics in the U.K. Digital Classics channel has been forced to change its strategy and become free to air in response to the challenges posed by BBC FOUR (Cullingford, 2002) . In this context, Artsworld still remains a subscription-based channel and collaboration with commercial advertising and sponsorship remains imminent but uncertain.
Additional means of support
It is a matter of great concern that Artsworld has always underplayed the prominence of advertising in televisual broadcasting. According to recent production statistics, the time span of commercial advertising has been cut short from three and a half minutes to only two and a half minutes per hour of transmission (Melman, 2002) . The ultimate intention is to provide uninterrupted hours of quality arts programmes to its viewers. Commercial breaks in between programmes are 'found irritating' among passionate viewers and hence are 'not essential' in between arts programmes.
Earlier many specialist television channels have faced heavy uncertainties of broadcasting leading to closure, due to reliance on commercial advertising. Hence, Artsworld's famous policy is 'not to rely' on advertising and search for alternative funding or sponsorship from major corporate houses interested in covering spaces for arts patronage and publicity (Melman, 2002) . This policy is however, not gaining momentum in the light of stormy media climate. With the channel's instability due to financial restrictions from its investors and limited subscription fees on account of being a niche product commercial advertising appears to be the most popular resort to sustenance.
The present scenario of arts television such as Artsworld channel is critical from cultural economist perspective. It is established that Artsworld is a specialist television product and in the current climate survival and maintenance is feasible in its location in a suite of channels owned by either Channel 4, Discovery or BBC www.compos.com.br/e-compos
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Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação (Bateson, 2002) . Independent channels broadcasting exclusive arts programmes have become the biggest challenges of the digital world of communication. The content of arts television is revolving in a critical circuit of production subdivisions. In relation to Fig 1.5 , it is argued that success of independent arts television like Artsworld depends not only on content of arts programmes but also on collaboration with shareholders and advertising and subscriptions. Deletion of any element from the internal ramification of production leads to a precarious state of existence. Presently, Artsworld is living at the mercy of shareholders and corporate sponsorship and as a result, the quality and unique identity of the channel is challenged. There is a creation of vicious circle of interdependence among the production subdivisions of arts television. Although each unit has its own prominence, the level of dependence cannot be undermined.
Making good television programmes and surviving independently are two contradictory factors of commercial television. In reality, commercial television exists to make money. The first obligation is to the shareholders, the second is to the advertisers and the third is to the audience (The Arts Council Conference Report, 1992 
Role of autonomous funding bodies
Today, the consensus within British television is that of commerce, co production and enterpreneuralism which can produce both good and poor television (Born, 2000) . Revista da Associação Nacional dos Programas de Pós-Graduação em Comunicação
Conclusion
Overall, the findings of the research in the area of production of arts television indicate an interesting but challenging period of television broadcasting environment where 'uncertainty' and 'change' epitomizes the existence of niche television channels like Artsworld and BBC FOUR. The research has confirmed that in the cultural location of 'period of transition' and in the theoretical location of 'era of plenty' arts television with special reference to independent commercial channel is facing fierce conception with publicly funded digital commercial channels like BBC FOUR. Besides arts programming expands and contracts according to the state of economy: it is susceptible to any decline in television reverences (Walker, 1993) . The present economic recession in media market has direct influence on arts television and as a result the arts budgets are often slashed down The subscription based
Artsworld is challenged commercially and culturally to broadcast arts programmes without any subscription fee since BBC FOUR is free to those who embrace digital television package. As a result the mainstay of Artsworld channel has weakened with reference to shareholders and investors leading to an unstable and vulnerable state of survival.
Apart from tension between 'paid entertainment' and 'free entertainment; the area of production accommodates contentions between cultural and commercial success. It is located in a new broadcasting environment, which 'reflects the environment of political, commercial, sociological and moral pressures' (Bragg, 1982) . Presently Artsworld is famously considered a cultural success in terms of fulfilling sociological pressures in making good arts programme, but a commercial failure in relation to economic limitations. In the commercial context, arts television has no special reservations; it is competing with other popular branches of entertainment. Hence, the shift from its representational location in mixed programming in terrestrial channels to exclusive programmes of arts programming through interest-based channels is drawing critical observations and arguments.
While there is a need to expand the territory of niche audience the role of investors remains the prime target in securing a healthy base for arts broadcasting.
